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Plywood Show (1964) by Robert Morris. Green Gallery, New York.
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Robert Morris' Plywood Show (1964) was made up of several large-scale plywood structures. Shown in the
Green Gallery, New York, this solo exhibition brought together individual works from his Untitled series to
create a space that required the viewer to physically explore the works, experiencing the entire exhibition
from many perspectives. Whilst these pieces may not be thought of as being interactive today, they present
an interesting juxtaposition to what is now considered interactive art.
There is no doubt Morris' experience as an avant-garde dancer infl uenced the way he approached his
minimalist works. Using “body perspective” as a starting point 1, Morris asks the viewer to interact with not
only the works, or the space, but with the body itself. It is the instigation of this awareness that makes Morris'
Untitled works interactive. Unlike Erkki Huhtamo's strict defi nition, that interactive art requires an interface
“where the encounter between the work and the user took place” 2, a more appropriate definition is put
forward by Lev Manovich, who refers to interactive art as being a place of theatre, where “the interaction is
treated as an event”. 3
In fact, Huhtamo goes on to say that interaction “can be used to alienate and control users” 4, which is in
effect exactly what Morris' work achieves. Plywood Show is a place of dance, theatre or event, where the
viewers and objects are performers alike. Ars Electronica has also “expanded [it's] definition of interactivity” 5,
and appears content with an audience “experiencing a piece vicariously” 6. Golan Levin too, believes it is the
human mind which actually places a work into the category of 'interactive'. 7
Therefore, this work requires no additional change to become interactive. As the title of one piece, Untitled
(Cloud), might suggest, it is in fact the human brain that completes the sense of interaction. Like a cloud in
the sky, the viewer can believe it is whatever they choose.
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